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      Introduction                     

     Tilo     Strobach      and     Julia     Karbach    

       Throughout the entire life span, individuals are required to adapt to the demands of 
changing contexts and dynamic  social environments  . The potential modifi ability of 
a person’s cognitive and neural system resulting from these adaptations has been 
referred to as  cognitive and neural plasticity  . One way to understand this plasticity 
is to apply training interventions and to measure the scope of their effects in order 
to identify the mechanisms underlying plastic changes in mind and brain (see 
Hertzog et al.  2008 ; Karbach and Schubert  2013 ; Lustig et al.  2009 ; Schubert et al. 
 2014 , for reviews). 

 Over the last decades, the literature on cognitive training interventions has been 
growing rapidly, demonstrating that cognitive training is a timely issue of high aca-
demic as well as societal relevance. For instance, a literature search for “cognitive 
training” in the abstracting and indexing databases PsychINFO and PubMed by 
February 19, 2016, demonstrated a total of about 1.407 peer-reviewed contributions 
since 1966/1.217 peer-reviewed contributions since 1973, respectively. Both  data-
bases   demonstrate that more contributions on cognitive training were published 
between 2010 and 2016 than in the more than 40 years before that (1966–2010). 
These impressive numbers raise the question why research on cognitive training 
became so popular in the second decade of this century? 

 Several  factors   may have contributed to this development. First—and this cer-
tainly infl uenced many psychological disciplines, including cognitive and experi-
mental psychology—recent decades were characterized by tremendous technical 
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advances. These technical advances also had a large impact on cognitive training 
research. For instance, they led to computerized experimental setups allowing to 
precisely assess changes in both  behavior and neural processing  ; such precise 
assessments may be particularly relevant for demonstrating the sometimes rather 
small effects sizes in cognitive training studies. Further, technical advances also 
allow the effi cient handling and sophisticated analyses of large longitudinal data 
sets that are very common in studies with extensive training protocols including 
numerous experimental sessions and groups of participants. With state-of-the-art 
software, data cannot only be analyzed at the group level but training-induced 
changes can also be modeled at the individual and latent level. 

 Second, interest in cognitive training has been spurred tremendously by fi ndings 
showing that cognitive and neural plasticity are present up to very old age. Earlier 
accounts assumed that the  brain   is capable of signifi cant plastic changes only early 
in life and becomes impervious to change afterwards (e.g., Wiesel and Hubel  1965 ), 
suggesting that basic processing capacities cannot be improved by training after 
early adulthood. However, recent work has clearly established that plasticity is not 
only present up to very old age (Bavelier et al.  2010 ; Green et al.  2014 ; Hertzog 
et al.  2008 ) but that the mind and brain of older adults can be as plastic as in young 
adults (Karbach and Verhaeghen  2014 , for a meta-analysis). 

 Another widely discussed issue in the fi eld of cognitive training research is the 
“ curse of specifi city  ,” that is, the transferability of training-induced performance gains 
to untrained tasks and abilities (Green and Bavelier  2008 ; Strobach et al.  2014 ). Early 
cognitive training studies showed that while individuals improved their performance 
on a task given appropriate training, little to no benefi ts of this training were seen on 
new tasks (even if they were seemingly similar to the trained task). Such task-specifi c 
learning has been shown in nearly all fi elds of psychology from motor control, to 
problem-solving, reasoning, general cognition, and education (Ball and Sekuler  1982 ; 
Barnett and Ceci  2002 ; Detterman and Sternberg  1993 ; Fahle  2004 ; Schmidt and 
Bjork  1992 ). Nevertheless, recent work suggests that training can indeed produce 
broad, generalizable effects. In fact, examples of general  transfer effects   are frequently 
reported in the literature, especially after cognitive training interventions focusing on 
basic processing capacities, such as working memory or executive  functions   (see Au 
et al.  2015 ; Hindin and Zelinski  2012 ; Karbach and Verhaeghen  2014 ; Karr et al. 
 2014 ; Schwaighofer et al.  2015 , for meta- analyses). Moreover, playing video games 
of the “action video game” genre has been shown to improve a variety of cognitive 
skills (e.g., Li et al.  2009 ; Strobach et al.  2012 ; see Toril et al.  2014 , for a meta-analy-
sis). Aside from these cognitive trainings, there is also ample evidence for positive 
effects of musical training (Schellenberg  2004 ) and particularly physical training (see 
Bherer et al.  2013 , for a review and Colcombe and Kramer  2003 , for a meta-analysis) 
on cognitive abilities across a wide range of ages. 

 At this point in cognitive training research (50 years after the fi rst publications in 
the domain of “cognitive training” according to PsycINFO), we aimed at summing 
up the current state of fi ndings of this fi rst era of cognitive training research. From 
our perspective, this era is generally  characterized   as a rather heterogeneous phase 
in which (1) many studies on cognitive research were published that included a 
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variety of designs, methods, and training protocols which unsurprisingly yielded 
very mixed fi ndings and (2) studies were often less theory driven and theoretical 
models describing the mechanisms underlying training and effects are mostly miss-
ing. Therefore, we aimed at integrating the state-of-the-art of different domains in 
the fi eld of cognitive training research accompanied by theoretical models describ-
ing the mechanisms underlying training and transfer effects. 

 The fi rst section of this book covers basic concepts, theory, and methodological 
issues from a very general perspective (i.e., relevant for different populations, age 
groups, and cognitive domains). Hence, Taatgen (this volume) presents and elabo-
rates general theoretical models of training and transfer effects. Researchers who 
investigate these effects can draw on a well-established methodology for the evalu-
ation of  psychological interventions  . Doing so, they face the equally well-estab-
lished long list of critical issues, reducing the validity of fi ndings in studies on 
cognitive training. Therefore, Schmiedek (this volume) discusses the most common 
and relevant issues as well as possible methodological solutions. 

 Cognitive training is relevant throughout the entire life span. Thus, the second sec-
tion of this book elaborates on the cognitive and neural plasticity in different age groups 
from a developmental perspective. Since effective cognitive skills are key to learning, 
socialization, and success to a wide range of real-world outcomes, Rueda et al. (this 
volume) present the great body of literature on the extent to which cognitive skills can 
be enhanced through training interventions during  childhood and adolescence  . 
Furthermore, probably the most prominent way of applying cognitive training is to use 
it as a tool against age-related decline in cognitive abilities. Guye et al. (this volume) 
illustrate promising avenues in this domain. 

 After starting with general perspectives on theory, methodology, and age groups 
of cognitive training, the third section provides details regarding specifi c cognitive 
domains targeted during training. Several prominent types of domain-specifi c train-
ing focused on  memory training  . Therefore, training and transfer effects are 
reviewed in the domain of working memory (Könen et al. this volume), episodic 
memory (Wenger and Shing this volume), and prospective memory (Umanath et al. 
this volume). The other training domain targeting higher-cognitive processes is 
executive functions (Karbach and Kray this volume). 

 Similar to the third section, the fourth section is structured by the type of train-
ing. However, in contrast to the theoretically well-defi ned training domains pre-
sented in section three, the chapters of this section are structured by more superfi cial 
characteristics. While trainings discussed in these chapters may look very similar, 
they often tap different cognitive domains (multi-domain training). For instance, 
video game training—more specifi cally “ action video games  ”—is characterized by 
complex visual displays, fast-paced speed, as well as motivational elements. 
Therefore, Green et al. (this volume) discuss the effects of playing these games on 
perception and attentional control, while Strobach and Schubert (this volume) rather 
focus on potential infl uences of action video game playing on executive functions. 
The following chapters cover the effects of mindfulness training (Verhaeghen this 
volume), music training (Swaminathan and Schellenberg this volume), and physical 
training (Pothier and Bherer this volume), respectively. 

Introduction
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 The focus of the fi fth book section is on the applied perspective. Katz et al. (this 
volume) present the state-of-the-art regarding individual differences in the effec-
tiveness of cognitive training and the role of  motivational processes  . Promising 
ways to apply cognitive training, especially working memory training, in the educa-
tional context are discussed by Alloway et al. (this volume). Focusing on cognitive 
training as a tool against age-related decline in cognitive abilities, Falkenstein and 
Gajewski (this volume) summarize training-related neurophysiological changes in 
older adults and relate them to a discussion of data from EEG training studies with 
elderly workers. Also with a focus on older adults, Belleville et al. (this volume) 
present different types of cognitive training and show their training and transfer 
effects in patients with  mild cognitive impairments (MCI)  . 

 While the previous sections largely focus on past fi ndings in cognitive training 
research with a strong theoretical perspective, the fi nal section draws conclusions 
for future research. That is, Colzato and Hommel (this volume) discuss future 
developments in this area. For instance, they emphasize the need to develop more 
specifi c theories guiding cognitive training programs. With this emphasis, they con-
clude the theoretical perspective of this book and pave the way for future studies on 
the effects of cognitive training. 

 The area of cognitive training is a dynamically and fast-growing research area 
that is increasingly incorporated into  scientifi c teaching and education  . The sections 
of this book should provide comprehensive overviews of state-of-the-art research in 
cognitive training. They address students and researchers of all academic levels 
(i.e., from undergraduates to professors) as well as professionals in applied contexts 
(e.g., teachers, clinicians) by outlining empirical fi ndings and methodological 
approaches of cognitive training research in different populations, age groups, and 
cognitive domains. We hope that this volume not only serves to summarize the cur-
rent state of research but also inspires new exiting, well-designed, and informative 
studies in this fast-growing scientifi c fi eld. One of the largest potentials in this area 
of research lies in the fact that it is very multidisciplinary, integrating research from 
cognitive, neuropsychological, developmental, educational, and medical science on 
a theoretical, methodological, and applied level. We believe that this potential may 
be used in future studies to uncover the cognitive and neural mechanisms underly-
ing training-induced performance benefi ts and to design adaptive, individually tai-
lored training interventions that can by applied in various contexts, including 
scientifi c, educational, and clinical settings.    
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      Methods and Designs                     

     Florian     Schmiedek    

          Introduction 

 Researchers who aim to investigate the effectiveness of cognitive trainings can 
draw on well-established methodology for the evaluation of behavioral inter-
ventions in psychology and education (Murnane and Willett  2010 ; Shadish et al.  2002 ). 
Doing so, they face a long list of potential issues that can be characterized as 
threats to different types of the validity of fi ndings. Here, the most common and 
relevant threats, as well as possible methodological approaches and study design 
elements to reduce or rule out these threats in the context of cognitive training 
studies, will be discussed. 

 The commonly preferred design for investigating cognitive training interventions 
is one with random assignment of a sample of participants to training and control 
groups with  pre- and posttest assessments   of a selection of tasks chosen to represent 
one or more cognitive abilities that the training might potentially improve. 
Signifi cantly larger average improvements on such outcome measures in the training 
than in a control group are taken as evidence that the training benefi ts cognition. 
Such a design indeed clears out a number of potential issues. Certain problems that 
arise when evaluating cognitive trainings, however, require solutions that go beyond, 
or modify, commonly used of-the-shelf study design elements. For example, the 
inclusion of no-treatment control groups for ruling out threats to internal validity and 
the use of single tasks as outcome measures of transfer effects are associated with 
certain defi cits. In the following, methodological problems and challenges will be 
discussed along the established typology of statistical conclusion validity, internal 
and external validity, as well as construct validity (Shadish et al.  2002 ).  

        F.   Schmiedek      (*) 
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     Statistical Conclusion Validity   

 Statistical conclusion validity refers to whether the association between the treatment 
and the outcome can be reliably demonstrated. Such demonstration is based on infer-
ential statistics, which can provide evidence that observed differences between exper-
imental groups in posttest scores, or in pretest-to- posttest changes, are unlikely to be 
due to sampling error (i.e., one group having higher scores simply by chance). Given 
that existing training studies mostly have relatively small sample sizes (with experi-
mental groups of more than 30–40 participants being rare exceptions), the statistical 
power to do so often is low, and fi ndings are in danger of being diffi cult to replicate 
and being unduly infl uenced by outliers and violations of statistical assumptions. 

 Furthermore, and in light of recent discussions about the replicability of fi ndings 
and defi cient scientifi c standards in psychological research (e.g., Maxwell et al. 
 2015 ), there is the problem that low power might increase researchers’ propensity 
to lapse into fi shing-for-effect strategies. Given that (a) the researchers’ desired 
hypothesis often will be that a training has a positive effect, (b) training studies are 
resource-intensive, and (c) the non- registered analysis of data allows for a number 
of choices of how exactly to be conducted (Fiedler  2011 ), it has to be considered a 
danger that such choices (like choosing subsamples or subsets of outcome tasks) are 
made post hoc in favor of “fi nding” signifi cant effects and thereby invalidate results 
of inferential test statistics. In combination with publication biases that favor statis-
tically signifi cant over nonsignifi cant results, such practices in a fi eld with typically 
low power could lead to a distorted picture of training effectiveness, even in meta-
analyses. A general skepticism should therefore be in place regarding all fi ndings 
that have not been replicated by independent research groups. Regarding the danger 
of fi shing-for-effects practices, preregistration of training studies, including the spe-
cifi c hypotheses and details of data preparation and analysis, are a possible  solution  , 
which is well established in the context of clinical trials. In general, effort should be 
invested to increase statistical power and precision of effect size estimates. Besides 
large enough sample sizes, this also includes ensuring high reliability of outcome 
measures and of treatment implementation.   

    Internal Validity   

 Internal validity, that is, a study’s ability to unambiguously demonstrate that the 
treatment has a causal effect on the outcome(s), deserves getting a strong weight 
when judging the quality of intervention studies. It involves ruling out alternative 
explanations for within-group changes (including, e.g., practice effects, maturation, 
or statistical regression to the mean from pretest to posttest) and/or between-group 
differences (e.g., systematic selection effects into the treatment condition). Common 
reactions to these problems are requests to (a) use a control group that allows to 
estimate the size of the effects due to alternative explanations and (b) randomly 
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assign participants into the different groups. While intact random assignment 
assures that the mean differences between groups can be unbiased estimates of the 
 average causal effect  of the treatment (Holland  1986 ), several cautionary notes are 
at place regarding this “gold standard” of intervention studies. 

 First, the unbiasedness of the estimate refers to the expected value. This does not 
rule out that single studies (particularly if sample sizes are small) have groups that 
are not well comparable regarding baseline ability or other person characteristics 
that might interact with the effectiveness of the training. Therefore, the amount of 
trust in effect size estimates should only be high for studies with large samples or 
for replicated (meta-analytic) fi ndings. For single studies with smaller samples, 
matching techniques based on pretest scores can help to reduce random differences 
between groups that have an effect on estimates of training effects. 

 Second, the benefi ts of randomization get lost if the assignment is not “intact,” 
that is, if participants do not participate in the conditions they are assigned to or do 
not show up for the posttest. Such lack of treatment integrity or test participation 
can be associated with selection effects that turn an experiment into a quasi- 
experiment—with all the potential problems of confounding variables that can 
affect the estimate of outcome differences. 

 Third, formal analysis of causal inference based on randomized treatment assign-
ment (Holland  1986 ) shows that the interpretation of mean group differences as 
average causal effects is only valid if participants do not interact with each other in 
ways that make individual outcomes dependent on whether or not particular other 
 participants   are assigned to the treatment or the control condition. While this is 
unlikely to pose a problem if training is applied individually, it could be an issue that 
has received too little attention in studies with group-based interventions—where 
interactions among participants might, for example, infl uence motivation. 

 Whenever treatment assignment cannot be random, due to practical or ethical 
considerations, or when randomization breaks down during the course of the 
study, careful investigation of potential selection effects is required. This neces-
sitates the availability of an as-complete-as-possible battery of potential con-
founding variables at pretest. If analyses of such variables indicate group 
differences, fi ndings cannot unambiguously be attributed to the treatment. 
Attempts to remedy such group differences with statistical control techniques is 
associated with strong conceptual (i.e., exhaustiveness of the available informa-
tion regarding selection effects) and statistical assumptions (e.g., linearity of the 
relation with the outcome) and should therefore be regarded with great caution. 
An alternative to regression-based control techniques is post hoc matching and 
subsample selection based on propensity score analyses (Guo and Fraser  2014 ). 
This requires sample sizes that are typically not available in cognitive training 
research, however. Benefi cial alternative design approaches for dealing with 
situations in which randomization is not possible, or likely to not stay intact, are 
available, like regression discontinuity designs or instrumental variable 
approaches (Murnane and Willett  2010 ), but have received little attention in cog-
nitive training research so far.  

Methods and Designs
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     Construct Validity   

 While the demonstration of causal effects of the treatment undoubtedly is a necessity 
when evaluating cognitive trainings, a strong focus on internal validity and random-
ization should not distract from equally important aspects of construct validity. 
Addressing the question of whether the investigated variables really represent the 
theoretical constructs of interest, construct validity is relevant for both, the treatment 
and the outcome measures. 

 Regarding the treatment, high internal validity does only assure that one or 
more aspects that differentiate the treatment from the control condition causally 
infl uence the outcome. It does not tell which aspect of the treatment it is, however. 
Given the complexity of many cognitive training programs and the potential 
involvement of cognitive processes as well as processes related to motivation, self-
concept, test anxiety, and other psychological variables in producing improve-
ments in performance, the comparison to so-called   no - contact control conditions    
typically cannot exclude a number of potential alternative explanations of why an 
effect has occurred. In the extreme case, being in a no-contact control condition 
and still having to re-do the assessment of outcome variables at posttest is so 
demotivating that performance in the control group declines from pre- to posttest. 
Such a pattern has been observed in several cognitive training studies and renders 
the interpretation of signifi cant interactions of group (training vs. control) and 
occasion (pretest vs. posttest) as indicating improved cognitive ability very diffi -
cult to entertain (Redick  2015 ). As from a basic science perspective, the main 
interest is in effects that represent plastic changes of the cognitive system, “active” 
control conditions therefore need to be designed, which are able to produce the 
same non-focal effects, but do not contain the cognitive training ingredient of 
interest. This is a great challenge, however, given the number and complexity of 
cognitive mechanisms that potentially are involved in processing of, for example, 
working memory tasks and that can be affected by trainings (von Bastian and 
Oberauer  2014 ). For many of these mechanisms, like the use of certain strategies, 
practice-related improvements are possible, but would have to be considered 
exploitations of existing behavioral fl exibility, rather than extensions of the range 
of such behavioral fl exibility (Lövdén et al.  2010 ). If motivational effects are partly 
due to the joy of being challenged by  complex tasks, it also will be diffi cult to 
invent tasks of comparably joyful complexity but little demand on working mem-
ory. In addition to inventive and meticulous creation of control conditions, it is 
therefore necessary to assess participants’ expectations, task-related motivation, 
and noncognitive outcomes, before, during, and after the intervention. 

 Regarding the outcome variables, construct validity needs to be discussed in 
light of the issue of transfer distance and the distinction between skills and abilities. 
When the desired outcome of a training is the improvement of a specifi c skill or the 
acquisition of a strategy tailored to support performing a particular kind of task, the 
assessment of outcomes is relatively straightforward—it suffi ces to measure the 
trained task itself reliably at pre- and posttest. As the goal of cognitive trainings 
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typically is to improve an underlying broad ability, like fl uid intelligence or episodic 
memory, demonstrating improvements on the practiced tasks is not suffi cient, how-
ever, as those confound potential changes in ability with performance improvements 
due to the acquisition of task-specifi c skills or strategies. It is therefore common 
practice to employ transfer tasks that represent the target ability but are different 
from the trained tasks. The question of how different such transfer tasks are from the 
trained ones is often answered using arguments of face validity and classifi cations 
as “near” and “far” that are open to criticism and diffi cult to compare across studies. 
What seems far transfer to one researcher might be considered near transfer by 
another one. Particularly if only single tasks are used as outcome measure for a 
cognitive ability, it is diffi cult to rule out alternative explanations that explain 
improvements with a task-specifi c  skill , rather than with improvements in the 
underlying  ability  (see, e.g., Hayes et al.  2015 , or Moody  2009 ). 

 The likelihood of such potential alternative explanations can be reduced if the 
abilities that a training is thought to improve are operationalized with several het-
erogeneous tasks that all have little overlap with the trained tasks and are dissimilar 
from each other in terms of paradigm and task content. The analysis of effects can 
then be conducted on the shared variance of these tasks, preferably using confi rma-
tory factor models. This allows to analyze  transfer   at the level of latent factors that 
represent the breadth of the ability construct, replacing the arbitrary classifi cation of 
“near vs. far” with one that defi nes “narrow” or “broad” abilities by referring to 
well-established structural models of cognitive abilities (Noack et al.  2009 ). If 
transfer effects can be shown for such latent factors, this renders task-specifi c expla-
nations less likely.  

     External Validity   

 External validity encompasses the generalizability of a study’s results to other sam-
ples, as well as to other contexts, variations of the intervention’s setting, and differ-
ent outcome variables. As few training studies are based on samples that are 
representative for broad populations, mostly little is known regarding generalizabil-
ity to different samples. Furthermore, as fi ndings for certain training programs are 
only rarely replicated by independent research groups, we only have very limited 
evidence so far regarding the impact of variations of the context, setting, and of the 
exact implementation of cognitive trainings. As one rare exception, the Cogmed 
working memory training (  http://www.cogmed.com/    ) has been evaluated in number 
of studies by different research groups and with diverse samples. This has resulted 
in a pattern of failed and successful replications of effects that has been reviewed as 
providing little support for the claims that have been raised for the program 
(Shipstead et al.  2012a ). 

 Similarly, generalizations of effects for certain transfer tasks to real-life cogni-
tive outcomes, like everyday competencies and educational or occupational achieve-
ment, are not warranted, unless shown with direct measures of these outcomes. 
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